Abstract. This paper presents a modified quasi-reversibility method for computing the exponentially unstable solution of a nonlocal terminal-boundary value parabolic problem with noisy data. Based on data measurements, we perturb the problem by the so-called filter regularized operator to design an approximate problem. Different from recently developed approaches that consist in the conventional spectral methods, we analyze this new approximation in a variational framework, where the finite element method can be applied. To see the whole skeleton of this method, our main results lie in the analysis of a semi-linear case and we discuss some generalizations where this analysis can be adapted. As is omnipresent in many physical processes, there is likely a myriad of models derived from this simpler case, such as source localization problems for brain tumors and heat conduction problems with nonlinear sinks in nuclear science. With respect to each noise level, we benefit from the Faedo-Galerkin method to study the weak solvability of the approximate problem. Relying on the energy-like analysis, we provide detailed convergence rates in L 2 -H 1 of the proposed method when the true solution is sufficiently smooth. Depending on the dimensions of the domain, we obtain an error estimate in L r for some r > 2. Proof of the backward uniqueness for the quasi-linear system is also depicted in this work. To prove the regularity assumptions acceptable, several physical applications are discussed.
1. Introduction.
1.1. Background of the terminal value model. This paper is concerned with a general construction of a modified quasi-reversibility method for a quasi-linear parabolic reaction-diffusion system of the following form (1) u t + ∇ · (−a (x, t; u; ∇u) ∇u) = F (x, t; u; ∇u) in Q T := Ω × (0, T ) , where the vector of concentrations u = u(x, t) ∈ R N is unknown with N ∈ N * being the number of equations involved in (1) . Here, the domain of interest Ω ⊂ R d for d ∈ N * and the final time of observation 0 < T < ∞ are assumed. Furthermore, Ω is open, connected and bounded with a sufficiently smooth boundary ∂Ω. The nonlocal diffusion coefficient a ∈ R N ×N and the nonlinearity F ∈ R N are explicitly densityand gradient-dependent.
As met in practical applications, we associate (1) either with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition (u = 0 on ∂Ω) or with the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition (−a(x, t; u; ∇u)∇u · n = 0 on ∂Ω). Given the terminal data (2) u (x, T ) = u f (x) in Ω,
we would like to seek in this work the initial value u (x, 0) = u 0 (x) in a stable way since the solution to this type of problems is highly unstable (cf. e.g. [25] ). The motivation behind the consideration of (1)- (2) basically follows the identification of source location for brain tumor that has been investigated in [24] . It is worth mentioning that reconstructing the initial densities of tumor cells provides a substantial contribution to predicting tumorigenicity in connection with genetic events (see this possible correlation studied in e.g. [56] ). The spirit of studying the terminal data (2) also arises in the theory of Kolmogorov backward equations, carried out by nonlocal transformations in [3] e.g., to integrate the expected value of the payout from future values. Therefore, the problem under consideration here is viewed as a prototypical framework which can be adapted to particular applicable contexts and be extended to other theoretical approaches.
The existing literature on quasi-linear reaction-diffusion systems is very huge to be singled out here. Since the diffusion tensor a in (1) is nonlinear with included self-and/or cross diffusion types, there are of course numerous distinctive aspects concerning different types of forward problems considered here. For example, discussions on well-posedness, spectrum analysis and behaviors of travelling waves have been detailed in [41] and references cited therein, see e.g. [50, 40, 15] . We also wish to mention here the works [6, 55, 23] for addressing more complex scenarios related to either theoretical or numerical standpoints of reaction-diffusion type systems.
Goals and novelty.
The purpose here is to follow up on our earlier work [52] , where we have proposed a regularization strategy in the vein of the classical quasi-reversibility (QR) method which specifically solves ill-posed problems of elliptic and parabolic types. Observe that the identification of population density for a single-species model in [52] is well-suited to the concept of source localization. In this sense, behaviors of the tumor cell density are influenced not only by certain proliferation and/or extinction rates, but also by their transport processes with convection/advection, and the total population in local movements. The novelty we present here is the careful adaptation of the filter regularized operator, which we have briefly studied in [17] , to the modified QR method in a variational framework. Remarkably, this setting enables us to interact with certain reaction-diffusion problems with spatial nonlinear diffusion; compared to our spectral-based regularization methods (cf. e.g. [52, 54, 45] ) that have been studied so far.
The motivation for using the QR type method stems from our wish to design a regularization approach that can deal with a quite general class of parabolic problems due to the limitation of regularization theory. As is known, regularization of many simpler models has been deduced so far, such as the heat conduction problem (e.g. [53, 47] and references therein), the parabolic problems in image restoration (cf. [11, 8, 12, 10] ), the Burger equation in fluid mechanics [9] and even the Navier-Stokes equation [34] . However, it is impossible to find papers working on time-reversed quasilinear systems (1)-(2) except our previous work [52] that has been mentioned above. Our major contribution here is thus coping with problems that remain unsolved until now. We stress that (1) includes not only popular semi-linear types (e.g. equations/systems named Fitzhugh-Nagumo, Fisher-KPP, Zeldovich, Lengyel-Epstein, de Pillis-Radunskaya and Frank-Kamenetsky; see [39, 19, 18, 14, 2, 46] for the background of deterministic models), but also certain nonlocal types in e.g. [49, 37, 13, 26] . In This manuscript is for review purposes only. principle, our mathematical results derived here are helpful in fostering interests in the branch of inverse and ill-posed problems for partial differential equations. Alternative approaches to design a regularized problem can be the quasi-boundary value method (commenced in [51] and numerically discussed in [28] e.g.), the truncation method (see, e.g. [45, 48] ) and the recently developed Tikhonov method based on Carleman weight functions (cf. [32] ). In addition, backward problems with impulsive and random noise have been investigated in [35] by the generalized Tikhonov regularization and in [29] by a QR-based statistical approach, respectively.
We accentuate that this work is not aimed to improve the conventional convergence rates of this method, but to complete the theoretical error analysis of this direction. Together with rigorous L 2 -H 1 error estimates, we obtain an L r -type rate (r > 2) of convergence, which we believe that this is the first time it is explored in this direction. Theoretically, our work also unravels the problem of finding the globalin-time error estimate. To be more specific, we recall the analysis in [31] , where a linear case of (1) was considered through a version of the QR method. Proofs of the stability and error estimates in [31] are concretely based on the massive Carleman estimate, but it is well known that this method often requires T sufficiently small; see [31, Theorem 5.1] . This price is also manifested here when we prove the backward uniqueness result for (1) using a Carleman-type estimate with a suitable non-increasing weight function; see Lemma 5.1. Here, the rates of convergence we obtain for the semi-linear case are similar to [31, Theorem 5.4 ], but are uniform in time, requiring a very high smoothness of the true solution somewhat in terms of Gevrey spaces. To prove this, an exponentially decreasing weight function is used to get rid of large parameters appearing in the difference problem. Essentially, this largeness is driven by the magnitude stability of the regularized problem, which goes to infinity when the measurement parameter tends to zero; see e.g. [44] for various types of the magnitude in the past. In accordance with the existence result of the regularized problem, this way the proofs of convergence would be simpler using a large amount of energy-like estimates.
1.3. Contemporary history of the QR method. The QR method was first proposed by Lattès and Lions in the monograph [38] . This method, when applied to the context of linear backward parabolic problems, basically perturbs the spatial second-order operator by the addition of a fourth-order term. It is, on the other hand, going with a leading parameter which is positive and small enough to get the convergence. Additionally, the sign of this extra term is chosen such that the perturbed/regularized problem is well-posed with respect to the leading parameter, as time evolves back to the initial point. In the community of regularization, this parameter is referred to as the regularization parameter. Let us also note that since our work aims to prepare the playground to handle real-world models, the presence of noise on the terminal data is evident. Accordingly, the smallness of the regularization parameter here depends strictly on such noise levels, which makes our scheme applicable in reality.
Having massive research interests for five decades, the literature of the QR method and its modifications (e.g. the stabilized QR method in [42] ), nowadays, is vast from the vantage point of theoretical and numerical analysis. As some of concrete references for elliptic equations, a dual-based QR method for the Cauchy problem with noisy data is designed in [5] and some numerical approaches have been postulated in [7] . On the other hand, the error analysis is very attractive and has been investigated, for example, in [33] with the Hölder-type rate and in [4] with a logarithmic rate. This method is also extended to deal with inverse problems for parabolic and hyperbolic equations; see e.g. [16, 30] for a brief overview of this field with sharp error estimates and convergence results in H 1 . On top of that, the reader can be referred to [31] as a survey of applications of Carleman estimates to proofs of convergence of the QR method for a wide class of ill-posed problems for PDEs.
1.4. Outline of the paper. From a mathematical point of view, the nonlinearities a and F involved in (1) are undoubtedly the major challenges. Here we aim at showing the general setting of the QR method and thereupon explaining the ideas on a simpler case while leaving the more general case of (1) to future works in this inception stage. For this reason, we introduce in (10) the regularized problem for the general system (1), while we reduce ourselves to the analysis of a semi-linear case with single-species mode. In this regard, we will not also detail any further technical assumption of the diffusion tensor a, except the ellipticity condition in the general form of (1) that serves the convergence analysis. Notice that proofs of our main results are done with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition, which plays a key role in the variational framework we choose. As shortly discussed in the last part of subsection 5.1 these results are also obtainable for the zero Neumann boundary condition.
Except the notation and necessary assumptions on the input of the problem in the general form are present in section 2, our main themes in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Detailed settings of the modified QR method and weak solvability of the regularized problem are studied in section 3; see 2. Preliminaries. Let ·, · be either the scalar product in L 2 or the dual pairing of a continuous linear functional and an element of a function space. The notation · X stands for the norm in the Banach space X. We call X ′ the dual space of X. We denote by L p (0, T ; X), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ for the Banach space of real-valued functions
We denote the norm of the function space
We denote by H 1 0 (Ω) for the Hilbert space of weakly differentiable functions u : Ω → R that vanishes on the boundary in the sense of trace. On the other hand, W p,q (Ω) for p ∈ N denotes the Sobolev space of functions with index of differentiability p and of integrability q (if q ∈ N) or, in the case q = ∞, whose essential supremum exists.
Depending on the situation, we denote by |·| either the absolute value of a function or the finite-dimensional Euclidean norm of a vector. There are several assumptions needed for the analysis below:
(A 1 ) The diffusion tensor a = (a ij ) 1≤i,j≤N is such that the mapping (p, q) →
and the mapping (x, t) → a (x, t; p; q) is continuously differentiable for (x, t) ∈ Q T . Moreover, there exists a positive constant M such that
(A 3 ) For any (x, t) ∈ Q T , the source function F is measurable and locally Lipschitz-continuous in the sense that for 1 Remark 2.1. It follows from (A 3 ) that we can take
for ℓ > 0. Moreover, we introduce the cut-off function F ℓ , as follows:
Due to the cut-off function, for any ℓ > 0 it holds (4) is trivial. For brevity, we sketch out the proof in the following cases and omit the details:
Case 1: max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {p j , q jk } < −ℓ and max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {r j , s jk } < −ℓ; Case 2: max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {p j , q jk } < −ℓ ≤ max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {r j , s jk } ≤ ℓ; Case 3: max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {p j , q jk } < −ℓ < ℓ ≤ max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {r j , s jk } ; Case 4: −ℓ < max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {p j , q jk } , max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {r j , s jk } ≤ ℓ; Case 5: max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {p j , q jk } > ℓ and max 1≤j≤N,1≤k≤d {r j , s jk } > ℓ.
3. General frameworks for the QR method. This is the moment to establish a regularized problem for the system (1)- (2) 
Compared to [17] , we do not require the fundamental multiplicative-like identities with respect to the first argument in γ. With the function γ at hands, we define the following operators. 
N and an ε-independent constant C 0 > 0 such that
Definition 3.2 (Stabilized operator). The linear mapping
N is said to be a stabilized operator if there exists an ε-independent constant C 1 > 0 such that
In principle, the way we define these two terms P β ε and Q β ε is in line with the classical quasi-reversibility method. In this sense, we obtain the regularized problem by adding the perturbing operator Q β ε to the original problem. Then the stabilized operator will be derived from this addition by a linear mapping, whenever the leading coefficients of operators, which are targeted to be stabilized, are essentially bounded. Hence, in this work we simply take P β ε := M ∆ + Q β ε . Interestingly, this enables us to consider a very simple eigenvalue problem regardless of the complex structure involved in the diffusion coefficient.
At the moment, we do not know the optimal bounds of (5) and (6), which are altogether related. We deliberately present the logarithmic stability estimate (6) for the stabilized operator due to the typical logarithmic convergence usually obtained after the regularization of a backward parabolic model. In other words, this upper bound is essential and decisive in the convergence analysis in subsection 4.2. The decay behavior of the perturbing operator (cf. (5)) is directly governed by the socalled source condition that measures the high smoothness of the true solution. In the following example, we mimic the stochastic gradient descent algorithm in machine learning schemes to show the existence of these operators. 
The (Dirichlet and Neumann) eigenvalues {µ p } p∈N form an infinite sequence which goes to infinity, viz.
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We choose
Using the elementary inequality log (1 + a) ≤ a for a > 0, then by Parseval's identity it gives
.
The norm
is characterized by the so-called Gevrey class of realanalytic functions. In this case, it is also performed as a Hilbert space and then contained in L 2 (Ω). Fruitful discussions on this typical space are preferably in section 5 and Appendix A. It now remains to deduce the estimate for the operator P β ε . In fact, it follows from its own structure that
Thanks to the inequality log (
Consequently, by Parseval's identity we get
Now, we detail the regularized problem: For each ε > 0, let ℓ ε := ℓ (ε) ∈ (0, ∞) be a cut-off parameter satisfying (9) lim
then we consider the following problem:
associated with the Dirichlet boundary condition and the terminal noisy data
4. Analysis of the QR method. Some certain cases of the general system (1) can be solved by the QR scheme we have proposed. Nevertheless, this mathematical over-generality merely leads to extra steps of proofs. Thereby, this curtails the core idea behind the regularization. In this section we only consider a rather simplified version of (1), while we will briefly discuss the result of the general system in subsection 5.1. We take into account the following reaction-diffusion equation with N = 1:
endowed with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition and the terminal condition (2) . This means we will use the assumptions (A 1 )-(A 4 ) with N = 1. Notice that (12) also implies the following reduction through our analysis:
• a(x, t; u; ∇u) = a > 0 -the method only needs to use the strict upper bound of the diffusion coefficient, saying that a < M (reduced from (A 1 )). Corresponding to (A 2 ), this way we take
is independent of all involved parameters; see (A 3 ) and (4) with a typical example F (u) = sin u. We will come back to the locally Lipschitz-continuous case of F in subsection 5.1. This case is significantly more difficult to estimate due to the blow-up profile of the cut-off parameter ℓ ε ; see (9) . Hereby, when we recall these assumptions, i.e. (A 1 )-(A 4 ), in the analysis, it is understood that the correspondingly reduced versions are considered. We below scrutinize the existence result for the regularized problem and the convergence analysis obtained after applying the QR scheme (10)- (11) to the semi-linear case (12) . When doing so, proofs of our results are based on several energy-like estimates using an auxiliary parameter, denoted either by ρ ε or by ρ β , depending on whether the regularization parameter β is involved. In this spirit, we technically seek fine energy controls for the "scaled" problems obtained by the weight function e ρε(t−T ) . The choice of this parameter is definitely dependent on every single aspect of analysis, but it will at least include the magnitude of stability of the regularized problem. Thus, its behavior obeys lim
4.1. Existence result for the regularized problem. For each ε > 0, we put
Under a suitable choice of such a parameter, we obtain the existence result for the regularized problem in the framework of Faedo-Galerkin procedures. Using (A 3 ), the regularized problem (10) for the semi-linear case (11) can be rewritten as
Multiplying this equation by e ρε(t−T ) , it becomes
by virtue of the linearity of the operator P β ε . Note that the boundary and terminal conditions of (14) remain the same as (11) due to the structural definition of v ε . Henceforward, multiplying (14) by a test function ψ ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) we define a weak formulation of (11) in the following standard type.
Definition 4.1. For each ε > 0, a function v ε is said to be a weak solution of
and it holds
Let S n be the space generated by φ 1 , φ 2 , ..., φ n for n = 1, 2, ... where in general {φ j } is a Schauder basis of H 1 (Ω) (so it can be the eigenfunctions mentioned in Example 3.3), then let
be the weak solution of the following approximate problem, corresponding to (14):
for all ψ ∈ S n , with the final condition
To derive the nonlinear ordinary differential equations with respect to the time argument for V jn (t), it follows from (17) with using ψ = φ j that for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
By using the Newton-Liebniz formula, one has
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that (6) holds. For any fixed n ∈ N and for each ε > 0, the system (17)- (18) has a unique solution
Proof. The proof of this lemma is standard. Here we sketch out some important steps because it seems pertinent to see more detailed impact of ρ ε on all the analysis. We define the norm in the Banach space Y = C ([0, T ] ; R n ) as follows:
By virtue of (19), we can define a Volterra-type integral equation and then set the operator G :
where in the vector form, V ε and H ε indicate V ε j and V ε f j , respectively, and K ε stands for the right-hand side of (19) under the integration in time.
Observe that when summing (19) with respect to j up to n, we have
we have the following estimates. With the aid of the Lipschitz assumption (A 3 ) we easily get
and in the same vein, using (6) implies that
Grouping (21) and (22), it follows from (1) that the following estimate can be obtained:
and furthermore, by induction we deduce
where we denote by
). Since for each ε > 0 and n ∈ N, there exists m 0 ∈ N such that
From here on, we state the existence result in the following theorem. 
Proof. We now give some a priori estimates for the solution of the problem (14) . When doing so, we choose ψ = v ε n in (17) to get 1 2
= e ρε(t−T ) F ·, t; e
Note from the resulting structural condition of F in (A 3 ) that
one thus has
Similarly, based on the structural definition of P β ε in (6), it yields
Then, (23) can be estimated by
where we have used the assumption (A 3 ). Hereby, for each ε > 0 we choose 2ρ ε = L F + C 2 1 log 2 (γ (T, β)) + 2 > 0, then integrate the resulting estimate from t to T to obtain (18)), we can find an ε-independent constant c > 0 such that
As byproduct, we have
Observe that
Thanks to the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, the uniform bounds with respect to n, as obtained in (24)- (25), imply that one can extract a subsequence (which we relabel with the index n if necessary) such that for each ε > 0,
Furthermore, by the Aubin-Lions compactness theorem in combination with the Gelfand triple (26) and (28) that
and so a.e. in Q T for a further subsequence.
Note also that due to (6), one has for each ε > 0,
In the same manner, one has for each ε > 0,
From here on, by grouping (26)- (28) and (29)-(31) we can pass to the limit in (17) to show that v ε satisfies the problem (14) in the weak sense (15) . On top of that, due to (24) and (25), we have
where we have applied the embeddings
Now, it remains to verify the terminal data. In fact, we take a function ϑ ∈ C 1 [0, T ] with ϑ (0) = 0 and ϑ (T ) = 1. As a consequence of the convergence (25), one has
and by integration by parts together with the Newton-Liebniz formula, it becomes
for all ψ ∈ L 2 (Ω). Consequently, the weak convergence (27) allows us to obtain v ε n (T ) , ψ → v ε (T ) , ψ for all ψ ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) from (32) . Combining this convergence with the fact already known that v This manuscript is for review purposes only.
Now we show the positivity and boundedness of solution to the regularized problem (14) . In the following theorem, if the measured inputs of the concentrations are positive and essentially bounded in a spatial environment, their distributions that obey the proposed approximation remain the same properties therein by a suitable choice of the auxiliary parameter ρ ε . In other words, the behavior of the regularized solution strictly depends on the way ρ ε being taken. ∞ (Ω) and F (x, t; 0) ≡ 0 for a.e. (x, t) ∈ Q T . Moreover, for all real-valued constant C > 0 we assume
Proof. Let v ε := v ε,+ − v ε,− where f + := max {f, 0} and f − := max {−f, 0}. In (15), we now take the test function ψ = −v ε,− . Then, by (A 3 ), (A 4 ) and (6) we have
, inspired very much the way we have estimated (23) . (15) where
. Thus, we arrive at
Here, taking into account the structural condition of F we get
At this stage, we proceed as in the proof of the positivity. By choosing ρ ε = C 1 log (γ (T, β)) + L F > 0, it follows from (34) that (v ε − B)
+ t=T = 0. Hence, we complete the proof of the theorem.
Convergence analysis.
We are now going to derive the convergence rates obtained when the regularized solution u ε β of (10)- (11) is applied to approximate the solution u of (12)- (2) in the presence of noise on the final data. Note that in the previous subsection we only write u ε as the regularized solution since the parameter ε is already fixed. Instead, we denote in this part u ε β due to the choice of the regularization parameter β(ε) which plays a vital role in this analysis.
Although Example 3.3 shows that C 1 = 1 T , for an arbitrary C 1 > 0 we need C 1 T ≤ 1 in our main results to gain strong convergences. At some points, this is in the same spirit of the terminology small solution defined in [9] . In the following, let γ (t, β) for t ∈ [0, T ] and β := β (ε) be as in section 3. We choose (35) lim 
for t ∈ (0, T ) and C i > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1, 2}) independent of ε.
Theorem 4.6. (Error estimate for t = 0)
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, we assume further that
Then, for ε > 0 small enough we can find a unique t ε ∈ (0, T ) such that
, where C i > 0 (i ∈ {0, 1, 2}) are independent of ε.
Corollary 4.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, one has for any 0 < t < T , u ε β is strongly convergent to u in L 2 (t, T ; L r (Ω)) for some r > 2 with the same rate as in Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.5.
For an auxiliary parameter ρ β > 0, we put
. Then, we compute that
This equation is associated with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition w ε β = 0 on ∂Ω × (0, T ) and the following terminal condition:
Multiplying (38) by w ε β and then integrating the resulting equation over Ω, we arrive at
To investigate the convergence analysis, we need to bound from below the righthand side of (39) . Relying on the structural property of the operator P β ε (cf. (6)), I 1 can be estimated by (40)
, with the aid of Hölder's inequality. Using the Young inequality and the structural property of the operator Q β ε (cf. (5)), I 2 can be estimated by
From now on, taking also into account the Lipschitz constant L F and choosing an appropriate Young inequality, we get the estimate of I 3 as follows:
Plugging (40), (41) and (42) into (39), and then integrating the resulting estimate from t to T we obtain, after some rearrangement, that
by putting ρ β = C 1 log (γ (T, β)) + (43) is bounded from above by ε 2 . By the back-substitution w ε β (x, t) := e ρ β (t−T ) u ε β (x, t) − u (x, t) and the choice of ρ β , we thus conclude that
where we have denoted by
Together with the ε-dependent blow-up rate of γ in (35) , this ends the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4.6.
It is clear that in Theorem 4.5 the convergence does not hold at t = 0. Taking a number t ε ∈ (0, T ), we prove that for each ε > 0, there exists t ε > 0 such that u ε β (x, t = t ε ) is a good approximation candidate of u (x, t = 0). Indeed, if the source condition (37) holds true, we get
Observe that the error bound u
is essentially decided by the infimum of
ε (T, β) + t ε with respect to t ε > 0. We find that the term γ −C1t ε (T, β) is decreasing and t ε obviously possesses a linear growth. Therefore, for every β := β (ε) > 0 there exists a unique t ε ∈ (0, T ) such that
and the second equation can be rewritten as
Using the elementary inequality log (a) > −a −1 for all a > 0, it follows from (47) that , β) ) .
Henceforward, for t ε sufficiently small we complete the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Corollary 4.7.
In this part, we rely on the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequality for functions having zero trace to derive the error estimate. Essentially, it reads as
where C Ω > 0 is a generic constant that only depends on the geometry of Ω, and the involved parameters should hold with: r > 2 and 0 < α < 1 satisfying
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Note that (48) is available because of the existence of u
; see subsection 4.1, and the compact embedding
The special case of (48) in two and three-dimensional versions (d = 2, 3) is the well known Ladyzhenskaya inequality.
Using Hölder's inequality we can write (48) as
We remark that in (49) we are only able to get the convergence until the near zero point of time, i.e. it merely holds for 0 < t < T . Accordingly, it is straightforward to obtain the rate in L r from (62). Thus, we complete the proof of the corollary.
Discussions.
5.1. Some remarks on the system (1). Having completed main results for the semi-linear case (12) , it now suffices to provide some amendable remarks surrounding the general system (1) and its regularization (10).
Uniqueness result. It is discernible that the regularized problem may have many solutions but those regularized solutions (if they exist) must converge to a unique true solution. Here we introduce collectively important steps, included in Lemma 5.1, to prove the uniqueness result for the time-reversed system (1) with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition. Then, from now onwards we will not come back to this issue in future publications for the regularization of this system. The technique we follow is mainly from [21, Chapter 6], which was used to study the large-time behavior of solutions to a linear class of initial-boundary value parabolic equations. Detailed proofs of the following results can be inspired from [27] for the observations in the semi-linear case (12) with Hölder nonlinearities and the nonlinear Robin-type boundary condition.
Setting the function space
we denote by P T (Ω) the set of functions in W T (Ω) such that they vanish on the boundary ∂Ω and at the moments t ∈ {0, T }, i.e.
Then, for η > 0 we set
In what follows, this function plays a prime factor to prove the backward uniqueness result. According to solid proofs in [27] , it is also worth noting that Lemma 5.1 is essentially a Carleman estimate with the weight λ
N , for any positive m and any positive real k, one has
where D depends only on the bounds of ∂ t a. Moreover, if 0 < T ≤ µ for 0 < µ ≤ µ 0 and 0 < η ≤ η 0 sufficiently small, there exists a positive K independent of m such that
for m sufficiently large.
Let u and v be the two solutions of the backward problem (1)- (2) in [W T (Ω)] N . The difference system for w = u − v reads as w t + ∇ · (−a (x, t; w; ∇w) ∇w) = F (x, t; u; ∇u) − F (x, t; v; ∇v)
endowed with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition and the zero terminal condition.
Under the assumptions that a, F are Lipschitz-continous with respect to the nonlinear arguments p, q and that a satisfies the strict ellipticity condition, we can find a positive constant C such that from (52) the following differential inequality holds (53) |w t + ∇ · (−a (x, t; w; ∇w) ∇w)| 2 ≤ C |w| 2 + |∇w| 2 .
Observe that w ∈ [P T (Ω)] N , we can obtain the uniqueness result in [P T (Ω)] N for (1) by using (51), (53) and by choosing appropriately small values of µ 0 and η 0 .
Nonlocal diffusion. We could meliorate the existence result (cf. Theorem 4.3) when the diffusion a in the system (1) is of the following physical types:
• a = a(x, t) typically accounting for the anisotropic diffusion and possibly taxis processes; • a = a (t; u) = max θ 0 , θ 1 + Ω u (x, t) dx + θ 2 for some θ 0 , θ 1 , θ 2 > 0. The diffusion in this form is controlled by the local movements of species involved in the evolution equation (see e.g. [1, 52] for the concrete biological motivation of this equation);
Kirchhoff-type diffusion model for e.g. flows through porous media. Using the same argument in Theorem 4.3, it is worth mentioning that the convergence results obtained in (27) and (29) are sufficient to passing to the limit in the diffusion term involving the aforementioned forms. Consequently, the existence result remains true in these cases for any spatial dimensions d. However, this technique is not valid for the p-Laplacian equation inspired from the power-law type of Ohm's law in conductivity of electricity, which reads as (54) u t − ∇ · |∇u| p−2 ∇u = F (u) for p ≥ 2, due to the failure of passage to the limit. When d = 1, there is a possibility of proving this solvability by the embedding
Since we use the boundedness of the diffusion term as a key point in the convergence analysis, a slight improvement of Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 can be obtained when a is dependent of the gradient. In fact, assuming the source condition (compared to (37) )
one could suppose that M ≥ η ∇u L ∞ (QT ) for some η > 0 sufficiently small, somewhat similar to the concept of large diffusion in terms of A, to gain similar error bounds. Technically, the reason behind this assumption is to preserve the positivity of the gradient term in (43) . In some physical problems, the small diffusion a would fit this circumstance because M now can be taken sufficiently large and then choosing M large is possible.
Locally Lipschitz-continuous nonlinearities. From now on, we extend the convergence analysis when the source term F locally depends on u and ∇u. In this scenario, we need the estimate (4) for the cut-off function F ℓ introduced in Remark 2.1. Essentially, there are two main difficulties in the proofs.
• When exploring the difference equation in proof of Theorem 4.5 we confront with the difference term F ℓ ε (u ε β ; ∇u ε β ) − F (u; ∇u). Thus, estimating I 3 in (39) would be problematic.
• This moment the constant C 2 in (44) and given by (45) would depend on ℓ ε . Observe that the behavior of ℓ ε should be increasing (when ε → 0) as it approximates the source function F in (3). Therefore, this parameter must be formulated in a clear manner to ensure the convergence of our QR scheme. These issues are really needed to elucidate because, as particularly mentioned in subsection 1.1, the local Lipschitz continuity of F is encountered in most of the significant equations in real-life applications. Here we sketch out some essential ideas that we can adapt to the proof of Theorem 4.5. Note that here we need the aid of the source condition (55) .
At first, we choose the cut-off parameter ℓ ε > 0 such that
This way we solve the first issue because F ℓ ε (x, t; u; ∇u) = F (x, t; u; ∇u); cf. (3) .
Taking into account the Lipschitz constant L F (ℓ ε ) > 0 and choosing an appropriate Young inequality, we get the estimate of I 3 as follows:
Henceforward, (43) remains the same when we put
M . With this choice, the constant C 2 in (45) is ε-dependent and given by
Now observe (44) with this new C 2 in (58) and have in mind that the error estimate at t = 0 (cf. Theorem 4.6) is of the order O log , β) ) . We only need to find a fine control of the term e
in such a way that its growth does not ruin the logarithmic rate of convergence. To do so, our strategy is the following: We take
for some ε-independent constant κ > 0 being selected later. Then, we have (60) lim
and we also obtain
Note also that by (60), L −1
is well-defined. Moreover, we can prove that lim ε→0 + Λ β = ∞. Indeed, we suppose that there exists C > 0 such that Λ β ≤ C for β near the zero point. Since L F is non-decreasing with
, which contradicts the fact already known (60). Now, for ℓ ε ∈ 0, Λ β we deduce that
resulted from (61). This also indicates that we have identified a fine upper bound of the ℓ ε -dependent Lipschitz constant L F , and the error estimate (44) now becomes
where
is no longer dependent of ℓ ε . Similar to proof of Theorem 4.6, we inherit from (62) to gain the error estimate at t = 0 with the order O log κ− No-flux boundary condition. Since our problem (1)- (2) is also present in population dynamics, the zero Neumann condition should be analyzed. In this case, we associate the regularized problem (13) with the boundary condition −a∇u ε ·n = 0, taking the place of the zero Dirichlet boundary condition in (11) . Under this setting, the techniques used in the proofs of our main results can be applied in the same manner, focusing on the same structure of the weak formulation we have in (15) (where the test function ψ now belongs to the closed subspace of H 1 (Ω) that satisfies the zero Neumann boundary condition) and the key equation (39) for the convergence analysis. Accordingly, the rates of convergence derived in Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 remain This manuscript is for review purposes only.
unchanged. Moreover, the strong convergence on the boundary is confirmed for 0 < t < T by the following trace inequality:
which yields the same rate as in Theorem 4.5.
Possible future generalizations of above results.
Gevrey class. It is worth noting that the property (7) remains true up to a compact Riemannian manifold, which is generally called the Sturm-Liouville decomposition. As a prominent example, the standard eigen-elements for a d-torus
In this scenario, Gevrey classes are popular in micro-local analysis for the propagation of wavefront set and in the study of analytic regularity for nonlinear evolution equations with periodic boundary data. A famous result of the Gevrey solvability for nonlinear analytic parabolic equations is recalled in an example of Appendix A. Here, our discussions focus on the preasymptotic error bounds for approximation numbers of periodic Gevrey-type spaces of analytic functions with connection to the Galerkin method. For 0 < α, p, q < ∞, we denote by G p,q α (T d ) the Gevrey space that consists of all functions in C ∞ (T d ) and satisfies
whereû k denotes the Fourier coefficient of u with respect to the frequency vector
For q ∈ (0, 1), this space is the classical Gevrey classes that contain non-analytic functions, whilst for q ≥ 1 all functions are real-analytic therein.
In approximation theory for Hilbert spaces, approximation numbers represent the worst-case error obtained when approximating a class of functions by projecting them onto the optimal finite-dimensional subspace. The basic reason lies in the information-based complexity that requires the rank n ∈ N of the optimal projection operator is sufficiently large (n > 2 d ) to gain the classical error bounds, which is not substantially practical for high dimensions. Therefore, approximation numbers can be an excellent candidate to handle this context. In a nutshell, the connection between such approximation numbers and Galerkin schemes for a classical variational problem, where a parabolic problem can be involved, is clearly present in [36, Subsection 1.5] with references cited therein for a background of Gevrey classes. Taking into account the Gevrey space that have been mentioned above, the approximation numbers of the embedding Id :
This rigorous estimate is almost identical to the preasymptotic estimate for approximation numbers of the classical embeddings Id :
(T d ) obviously contains smoother functions than
On the other hand, the approximation numbers for the embedding Id :
, they are completely identical whenever n ≤ 2 d . Eventually, all these numbers indicate that there is a possibility to choose a combination of an optimal dimensional subspace and a linear finite element algorithm such that an approximate numerical solution by Galerkin methods is a good candidate in L 2 and H 1 for the true solution satisfying (36) . Consequently, the worst-case a priori error for the (low) n-dimensional subspace in this context behaves like that of the standard finite element methods (FEMs).
Concluding remarks.
We have extended a modified quasi-reversibility (QR) method for backward quasi-linear parabolic systems with noise. Several rates of convergence have been derived, especially the rigorous error estimates in L r (Ω) (r ≥ 2) and H 1 (Ω), albeit many open questions remain unsolved. Although the spectral method that takes into account Duhamel's principle is not used, settings for filter regularized operators still rely on existence of the space W, which usually plays a role as a class of Gevrey spaces in the existing trend of regularization for time-reversed nonlinear parabolic equations.
Our present contribution gives rise to some further interesting questions. Recently, we have only done with several error estimates which indicate the strong convergence of the regularization scheme. This typical convergence is not expected to be applied in the stochastic setting, but it can be designed to obtain an approximate solution in the FEM framework. In this sense, our theoretical analysis can be a key ingredient to establish regularized multiscale FEM schemes which deal with models in certain complex domains because spatial environments where population densities take place are usually not nice (e.g. porous media). Other open perspectives include the effective iterative QR method and also the presence of the Robin-type boundary condition describing e.g. the surface reaction in more complex scenarios.
Appendix A. Applications to existing models.
Here, we examine four types of backward problems arising in many physical applications to show the applicability of our theoretical analysis. In order to show existing arguments on the a priori information (55) where W stands for a class of Gevrey spaces demonstrated in Example 3.3, we specify below the possible regularity assumptions for different models chosen from simple to complex, based on the analysis of the forward models. Note that 1 ≤ d ≤ 3 are only considered due to the practical meaning.
This manuscript is for review purposes only. This problem is performed as a combination between the classical Fisher and Burger equations. Here we can further consider the real analytic cases with respect to u of the nonlinear F which imply several types of modelling interactions between particles. We know that in [20] the authors proved the local weak solvability of the forward problem. In this sense, if the initial condition is sufficiently smooth, viz. u 0 ∈ H 1 (Ω), then we obtain a unique solution u ∈ G 2,2 t for any t ∈ [0, T * ] with T * sufficiently small. This not only verifies that the Gevrey regularity on the true solution could be valid in some certain models, but also agrees with the mild restriction of time in the convergence results.
A.2. p-Laplacian equation. In a bounded domain with a Hölder boundary, we take into account the equation (54) with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition. Cf. [43] , we can obtain the classical solution in L ∞ (0, T ; W
1,∞ 0
(Ω)) when u 0 ∈ W 1,∞ (Ω). Together with the Fisher-Burger equation, we remark that these forward problems have interesting phenomena including e.g. profiles of extinction and blow-up in finite time, the instantaneous shrinking of the support from the diffusion coefficient. Depending on the situation one may need appropriate choices of the auxiliary parameter ρ ε involved in the regularized problem to keep track of the arisen phenomena. Therefore, rigorous analysis of the regularized problem (10)-(11) will be considered in the forthcoming works. where the non-negative coefficients a ij satisfy 8a 11 ≥ a 12 and 8a 22 ≥ a 21 to fulfill the positive-definiteness of diffusion. The source term is taken as the Lotka-Volterra functions, which reads as where the coefficients b ij are non-negative.
